Introduction
Let S be a closed Lapunow surface bounding a region D + in the space E^. We denote by D -the complement of the set D + u S to the whole space.
We introduce the following notation (see [l] , p.168)
J)(X,Y,Z)
and where |A-Q| denotes the Euclidean distance between the points A(x,y,z)€ D + u D" and QS, and N(a.,/3,y) is the versor normal to the surface S at the point Q directed outsdde the region D + .
Let the elements q^CQ), i=1,2,3,4» of the column Moreover, if the elements of column (1) satisfy Holder's condition on the surface S, then for every Pe S there exists an integral (singular in the sense of Cauchy's principal value) (4) j^-J M(P,Q)q(Q)dS which can be expressed by the formula (5) ¿jM(P,Q)q(Q)dS Q = ¿-jM(P,Q)[q(Q) -q(P)]dS Q + ±q(P) .
S s
We have also the following formulas
which correspond to Plemelj's formulas. Here F + (P) and P~(P)
&re boundary values for the column F(a) defined by the formulas F + (P) = lim P(A) , F~(P) = lim P(A) . Proof. Tie represent the integral (9) in the following form -69 -
Next, talcing into account inequalities (7), (8) The following inequality
where C' is a positive constant independent of the column g(Q,B), result immediately from ¿akowski's theorem on preserving Holder's class by the sinjgular integral = h /M(P,Q)g(Q)dS Q .
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Now we are going to prove Holder's condition with respect to the parameter B. To this aim we consider the difference
Since in view of assumption (8) To this integral we apply the classic method of potential theory (see,e.g. [3] p.593). It suffices to investigate the case, where | B-B^ | < <573, and <5" is a positive number so small that the measure of the angle cp between normals at the points P and Q of the part S^ of the surface S included inside the ball with radius 6 and center at the point P satisfies the condition cos cp > 1/2 (see [2] p.41).
Consider a circular cylinder W(P,R) with radius R = |B-B^ | and axis along the normal to S at the point P. We assume that the height of the cylinder is selected in such a way that the set W(P,R)n (S-S k ) is empty. Let denote the part of the surface S cut off by the cylinder W(P,R). We have S k . We place the origin of the coordinate system Pxyz at the point P of the surface S, where the axis Pz is directed according to the exterior normal at the point P with respect to the region D + . Then the remaining axes lie in the plane JTp tangent to the surface S at the considered point P.Next we represent the integral I in the form of two integrals 
where 52 is the projection of the surface onto the plane jr , i p denotes the measure of the angle between the axis Pz and the exterior normal to the surface S^ at the point Q(f»i?»i) aQd Q' (£»?) is the projection of the point , )£ ff^ onto the plane jrp.
Introducing polar coordinates x = <p cos 1} , y=9sin 1?, where 9 = | P-Q' |, in the plane or-p and making use of the inequality 1 g-< cos cp < 1 which is satisfied at every point Qf e S^, we obtain The last integral appearing in formula (24) can tie split into a sum of two integrals:
SS, S-60
6,-6, where 6 Q is the part of the surface S cut off by the cylinder W(P,(f/3) with axis coinciding with the axis of the cylinder W(P, |B-B-j| ). For that part & Q of the. surface S we hawe the inclusion c c S^.
Projecting the part 6 Qof the surface S onto the plane tfp and using the inequality cos Cf > 1/2 we obtain (22) and (29) -75 -
